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PROGRAM FUNCTIONS This section will present the main functions of the application by describing the functions and what users can do with them.  The application is simply a SMS system. It should allow users to: 1. Send and receive text message to and from other users; 2. Send and receive simple ‘emotion’ icons; 3. View message history (only for the current session, history will be cleared once re‐log‐in).  The application also allows users to: 1. View all the users within the environment;  2. See the online status of each user including online or offline; 3. Choose which user to send messages to; 4. View user detail information, including nickname, descriptions, tag (all this information will be entered during log‐in process).  When the program runs for the first time, user will be asked to fill out all the information to create their profile (in the current project, this would be their character’s profile) to reflect their character‐traits. All details will be saved after log‐in, there is no need to re‐enter if they log‐off.  In the user list, user can browse others’ detailed descriptions, check conversation histories and refresh user list.  User details include: 
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  Chloe  Duriana  Huang  Katherine  Mike  Yoshima  Rebecca  Joshua 













           
                 
                 
                 
Sent From 
Joshua: 








              My gf just dump me   
  Chloe  Duriana  Huang  Katherine  Mike  Yoshima  Rebecca  Joshua 
























        U talkin 2 me?  













         
      I dropped out of uni           
      Let me stay           
      T           
                 
                 











































        only at night baby 
                 
  Chloe  Duriana  Huang  Katherine  Mike  Yoshima  Rebecca  Joshua 




































































































            I am girl. That's rude     
                 
  Chloe  Duriana  Huang  Katherine  Mike  Yoshima  Rebecca  Joshua 








  hey u der    Yes. Shalom2  hi again 
      Let me stay    [heart face  [cry  Good. How are u?  cool are u single? 











            I guess we cant meet  [smile  where you 
                i am from tokyo 
                 
                 
                 
Sent From 
Duriana: 



















            Wow    where u from 
            Big place    oh 
                perth eh 
                been there be4 
                nice place 
                very hot tho 
                 
  Chloe  Duriana  Huang  Katherine  Mike  Yoshima  Rebecca  Joshua 
Huang                 
Sent to 
Huang: 


























                 





                 
                 


































          Talk to me baby       
          Hey i need help       








          I dropped out of uni       
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          Let me stay       
          T       
                 
  Chloe  Duriana  Huang  Katherine  Mike  Yoshima  Rebecca  Joshua 
Yoshima                 
Sent to 
Yoshima: 



























    Wow          I am girl. That's rude   
    Big place             
                 
                 
Sent From 
Yoshima: 




    [cry             























 Participant 1  Participant 2  Participant 3 Participant 4 Participant 5 Participant 6 Participant 7 Participant 8 
 
1.1 Did the software program remind you of normal instant messaging (IM) program? 
 yes yes yes yes yes yes yes yes 
 
1.2 What was the level of overall satisfaction of your experience using the program? 
 Terrible Normal Not Good Normal Normal Pleasant Normal Normal 
 
1.3 Any other comment on the program? 
 
It worked 3 times 
when there were 
about 6 people on. 
When there are 8 
people on, no luck 
login in at all! 
 
Hard to navigate, 
can's talk to multiple 
person at the same 
time. Random 
comment just pops 
out 
I guess because of 
mobile phone, it is 
annoying to keep 
typing 
Navigation is fiddly - 
too many steps to 
send a message! 
The text option was 
pretty difficult to use 
to send the text was 
annoying, have to 
scroll down to "ole" 
button 
It takes a while to 
refresh the program 
and it seems doesn’t 
work properly. 




2.1 Did you experience any privacy concerns when you are using IM program on mobile phone? 
 no yes yes no no no no no 
 
2.2 Do you have any privacy issues using this program? 
 yes yes yes no no no no no 
 
2.3 If you did,  can you please describe  the issues. 
 
someone said they 
my phone/name on 
their phone 
it's using Bluetooth… 
that means the person 
you are chatting with 
is near you. Some 
times people are not 
ready to meet that 
soon. 
There are random 
people start talking to 
me and it doesn't 
make sense 
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2.4 When you realised there was a privacy problem, what did you do? 
 
I can't do anything. 
But I will change my 
mobile name next 
time 
nothing because it  
was just a test. In 
reality I think I would 
still have the 
application running 
but be very cautious 
of what I say because 
I don't want to offend 
any one near me.. ( 
not as free as IM ) 
ignore 
I think I would 
change my profile 
and identity to cover 
my identity 
    
 
3.1 In the experiment, did you receive message from a person you did not initially talk to? 
 no, cuz no one else was start talking yes yes yes yes yes yes yes, most people 
 
3.2 If yes, briefly describe your reaction to the message.  
  
interested in finding 
out who that person 
was. 
one time ignore it, 
one time start chatting 
with them 
I as quite happy, but 
curious about the 
person's intention 
was expecting this 
kind of thing to 
happen in public 
space, so it is fine 
the message was 
funny, fun ant the 
overall conversation 
was pleasant 





3.3 Did you form a new conversational relationship with that unknown person? 
 no yes yes no yes yes no yes 
 
3.4 Did this relationship interfere your other existing relationships? If yes, please describe a example. 
 didn't get on 
no, but in reality the 
above mentioned 
privacy issue will 
apply 
no, because my girl 
friend character 
completely ignore me 
 not really, nice to know new person no  no 
